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INTRODUCTION

In Whipsaw! you take on the role of public servants competing to build -- and take credit for building --
the parkways and arterial roads of New York City. In doing so you'll rediscover Robert Moses's talent 
for building public works with approval he didn't have -- by 'whipsawing' between different officials 
and telling each of them that all the others had already agreed and the project waited only on their 
support. In Whipsaw! you'll have to choose when to strategically overcommit to projects without the 
necessary pieces in place -- and when to shine the spotlight on your opponents. 

Components:

39 'road' cards, divided into three 'years', and one Stock Market Crash card to trigger the end of the 
game. 

90 'resource' card, divided into three groups with different backs.

Five colored markers per player, debt and money tokens.

Print-and-play version:

Print each color of resource card onto a distinct color of cardstock, or use distinctly-colored card 
sleeves.

PLAY

VICTORY:
The winner is the player who amasses the greatest reputation as a builder of roads, as represented by 
the point values of their road segments. Some road segments have a fixed point value. Others may have
a point value that depends on the total number of segments of that road the player has built by the end 
of the game. Some segments have point values that depend on other conditions, specified on the card. 

SETUP

Set aside the "stock market crash" card from the road deck.



Group the remaining road decks by year.  Shuffle each year.  Put all
of the road decks in order: 1 on top, then 2, then 3.  Shuffle the "stock
market crash" card into the last five cards of the road deck.

Shuffle the resource cards. Deal five to each player. 

Lay out the first 4 cards of the road deck face-up

Turn sequence: 
ACTION STEP: 
(Optionally) Play a resource card as an action.
BUILD STEP:
(Optionally) Build a road segment OR build a joint venture
DRAW STEP:
Draw two cards.  If you have more than ten cards in your hand after drawing, discard down to ten. 

A sample road segment:
road: Ocean Parkway
build requirement: 2 legislators, 1 judge
value: 1 VP per Ocean Parkway segment
amenity: baseball

If at the end of the game the player who built that segment has built a total of 3 Ocean Parkway 
segments (including that one), it would be worth 3 points. 

Resources: 

This is a game about power and money, and the 'resources' in the game are people whose approval is 
necessary for city construction -- judges, legislators, and bankers -- and money itself. 

Each player has a hand of resource cards, plus in front of them some combination of money and debt 
tokens. Some of the resource cards give multiple resources -- for example, one card might give a 
banker and a judge.  Cards with gold backs are mostly legislators, black backs are mostly judges, and 
green backs are mostly bankers -- but only mostly.

Resource cards can be used to build road segments. On each player's turn (BUILD STEP) there will be 
four road segment cards face-up on the table with different costs.  The player may (optionally) build 
one of them. The player takes the road segment card they are building, places at least one resource card 
face-down under it (with the different card backs visible), and puts the built card in front of them with 
their other built segments. If they did in fact build a segment, they draw a card from the road deck to 
replace it. 

The player does not have to place cards with the 'correct' resources -- they can bluff. For the sample 
road segment above that requires 2 legislators and 1 judge, they could build it 'honestly' by putting 
down two cards, a 'judge + legislator', and a 'legislator + banker card' (overpaying is OK), or bluff by 
putting down two cards, a 'legislator' and a 'judge' card. Bluffing runs the risk that another player will 
call their bluff and make them lose the road segment, explained below. 

Actions: 



Each resource card may also be played as an action. If a resource card has multiple resources, it may be
played as either of those actions, but not both. 

Legislator: Call a bluff 

To call a bluff, point at another player's road segment. That player may play a judge, which delays the 
resolution of the bluff to the ACTION STEP of their upcoming turn. 

When the bluff resolves, either immediately or on their turn (or on their future turn if they play 
additional judges), turn over the resource cards underneath. If they fufill the cost of the road segment, 
nothing else happens. If they don't, those resource cards are discarded, and the player who called the 
bluff can either discard the road segment, or build it themselves (and they may bluff in turn when doing
so.)

Banker: Borrow money -- take three money tokens and three debt tokens

A banker can be played as a resource to meet the $ requirement. But it can also be played as an action 
during the ACTION STEP to get three $ tokens that can be used instead of a banker card. The downside
is that the player also gets three debt tokens, each of which counts for -3 points at the end of the game. 
A player can 'cancel out' debt tokens with $ tokens by discarding pairs of them at any time, typically at 
the end of the game. Borrowing money works best in combination with road segments that generate $ 
tokens. 

Judge: Delay another player -- delay a bluff call, or delay a build 

A judge is played as an action on another player's turn in response to their calling a bluff, or their 
building a road segment. 

To delay a bluff call, play a judge when an opponent calls one of your bluffs. The resolution of the bluff
call is delayed until the end of the ACTION STEP of your own turn. During the ACTION STEP, you 
may play one resource card underneath the road segment you bluffed on to 'fix' the bluff and/or play 
another judge to delay the resolution further. 

To delay a build, play a judge when an opponent builds a road segment. They must choose a different 
segment (or choose not to build), and nobody can build that segment until your turn, when you have a 
chance to build it. Place the judge on the road segment and remove it during your ACTION STEP. 

Joint Ventures: 

When a Joint Venture card is drawn from the road deck, place it in front of the player who drew it and 
draw another card to replace it with the other available road segments. If a second Joint Venture card 
comes up, discard it and keep drawing cards until you find a non-Joint Venture card.  

If there is a Joint Venture card in front of a player at the beginning of their turn, discard it at the end of 
their turn (i.e. after they have had one opportunity to buy it).

Joint Venture cards must be bought by agreement of two players, on one of those players' turns.  Both 
players may contribute resources, and may look at the resources that the other player contributed.  



Mark the bought card with the two players' colors. 

End of Game: 

When the "stock market crash" card is revealed, every player, including the player who revealed it, gets
one more turn.  During this last turn, cards are played face-up and bluffing is prohibited.

Then each player adds up the points from their road segments.
Each player loses three points for every debt token.
Each player gets one point for every three $ tokens, rounded down.

RESOURCE CARDS REFERENCE

Three sets of resource cards:
Black backs:
14 judges
10 2x judges
3 legislators
3 bankers
2 judge + legislator
2 judge + banker
2 banker + legislator

Green backs:
6 bankers
5 2x bankers
2 legislator
2 judge
1 judge + legislator
1 judge + banker
1 banker + legislator

Gold backs:
14 legislators
10 2x legislators
3 bankers
3 judges
2 judge + legislator
2 judge + banker
2 banker + legislator














































